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The regular two parameter Sturm- Liouville quation 
-(py’Y+qy=(.+pr)j 
is studied for L, coefficients with p, r > 0. For each fixed number n of internal zeros 
of the eigenfunctions y, p = p” is analytic in i. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
(which are in fact independent of n) are given for lim p”/J. to exist as 1 -P co 
(or - z;). Asymptotic expansions for p” are derived in cases of existence and non- 
existence of lim p”A I . rj 1990 Academx Press, Inc 
We had various aims when preparing this article and its equel (Part II). 
One stems from our own work [4], which is a specialization of earlier 
abstract material (e.g., [5]) to the case of even order ordinary differential 
equations. The coefficients in these quations were required to be essentially 
bounded, which seemed an unnatural restriction, a d indeed one which is 
uncessary in related contexts, e.g., [1, 2, 6, 83. We have specialized here to 
the second order context of these references and have attempted a unified 
approach to various asymptotic results, partly via a modified Priifer t ans- 
formation. We believe that appropriate xtensions of our earlier work are 
also possible via quadratic form theory, and we hope to report on this 
elsewhere. 
A (different) modified Priifer transformation isused by Atkinson and 
Mingarelli in [2], but there the similarity between their methods and ours 
ends. They depend on smooth approximations to the functions in a one 
parameter equation 
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on [0, I] with separated end conditions. Moreover, they show that, to a 
certain accuracy, the eigenvalues 1= i.” (corresponding to eigenfunctions 
with n internal zeros) are determined by s+(x) = max { s(x), O}. Here we use 
mostly piecewise constant approximations to s =f/r in a two parameter 
equation 
-(m+)‘+qy=(jf-pr)y, 
and the most detailed analysis concerns cases with s < 0. 
(1.2) 
We also cite [6], which makes explicit s udy of y’/y for (1.1) rather than 
of 0 = tan ‘(y’/y), and which contains ome relevant ideas which we use in 
Section 4. Given I., let p”(L) be the eigenvalue p of ( 1.2), on [0, I], corre- 
sponding to an eigenfunction with n internal zeros. We extend our earlier 
work [4] in two directions: lirst we relax coefficient smoothness restric- 
tions, in most cases from L” to L’; and second we provide necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a finite limit for p”(J)/1 as i + 30. 
This provides asymptotic directions, cf. [143, for the eigencurves Z” which 
are the graphs of the p”. We shall discuss various asymptotic properties in
cases of existence and non-existence ofasymptotic directions. 
Preliminary properties of the p(” and the corresponding eigenfunctions y, 
e.g. analyticity, are demonstrated in Section 2. Such results were 
demonstrated for abstract problems, including the case of L” coefficients 
q, j, r, in [3] via Hilbert space methods. In our present context such 
methods do not apply, and here we extend more classical techniques to L’ 
coefficients. 
In Section 3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for existence 
of asymptotic directions for the eigencurves Z”. These results can be 
summarized as follows: for each n B 0, 
p”(i)/A + c := ess sup s(f), as li-rco, (1.3) 
fer0.11 
provided we interpret the right hand side as cc when s is not essentially 
bounded above. As a corollary we deduce that (p”)‘(i) -+c. The corre- 
sponding results as 1. + cc involve ess inf s(r). We also discuss limiting 
behavior of the corresponding eigenfunctions, distinguishing the cases of 
existence and non-existence ofasymptotic directions. 
When (1.3) holds, p”(i) = CL + smaller terms, but we are aware of no 
comparable result when (1.3) fails. In Section 4 we show, roughly, that 
p”(A) - n”i.y” if s( 1) ‘5 fc, 
where O>E> -1, EY= 1 =S(;l+ f), and g(i)-h(i) means 
ag(,.)<h(i)<hg(/i) 
(1.4) 
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(for some positive constants a, h) as i. -+ 5. WC also give a result reducing 
to (1.4) for c > 0 when c =&this is a case where (1.3) holds. Stronger 
results have been obtained under stronger hypotheses by Faierman [73, 
and by Weinstein and Keller [ 151 for periodic boundary conditions. 
Although we do not treat periodic problems explicitly here, we shall show 
in our sequel that all our results carry over directly to periodic or 
antiperiodic conditions and hence to the asymptotic analysis of stability 
boundaries for Hill’s equation. 
In order to keep the length of this article within bounds we have reduced 
its technical difficulties by making certain finiteness assumptions in 
Section 4, although the results of Sections 2 and 3 are quite general. In our 
sequel we shall give further asymptotic terms in cases when the eigencurves 
have asymptotes, i.e., when $‘- ci. tends to a constant, as 1. + 03 say. 
2. EIGENCURVES 
We study the equation 
-(P(~)Y’(~))‘+~(~)Y(~)=(~~(x)-~r’(x)Y(x)~ OGx6 1, (2.1) 
where ’ E d/dx; (7, f, ?, l/p E L’(0, I ); and ?, p > 0, subject o the separated 
boundary conditions 
y(0) cos a - (py’)(O) sin x = 0, O<X<K, 
y(l)cosfl-(Py’)(l)sinfl=O, O<fiQn. 
(2.2) 
There is no loss of generality inassuming 5: l/p = 1, for otherwise we can 
scale the coefficients in (2.1) accordingly. We choose a new independent 
variable 
and transform (2.1) into 
-j;(r)+s(t)v(t)= (vl~)-Pr(~))Y(~L O<r<l, (2.3) 
where E d/dt, q(t) = p(x( t))g(x( I)) with similar definitions forf, tin terms 
ofy, f. Note that q,J1 r E L’( (0, I), dt), r > 0. We shall also need to consider 
(2.3) in the form 
-& C-j;(r)+dr)y(Ol =(j-~(r)-p)y(lL Od1<1, (2.4) 
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where s =f/r. The boundary conditions (2.2) now take the form 
y(0) cos a -j(O) sin r = 0, 
y(I)cos/I-$(l)sinfi=O. 
We use the Priifer angle 0(r) given by 
and see from (2.3) that 8 satisfies the first order equation 
B = cos* 8 + (lf- pr - q) sin* 8 
and that the boundary conditions (2.5) may be written as 
e(o) = IX 
e(i)=p+nn. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Given any real 1, standard well known results in Sturm-Liouville theory 
show that a unique p=c(“(I.) exists uch that (2.3), (2.5) are satisfied. The
corresponding eigenfunction has n zeros in (0, 1) and is unique up to a 
multiplicative factor. Furthermore, the right side of (2.6) decreases in ~1, 
and hence p”(i) decreases in n, for fixed 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. p”(A) is analytic ouer 1 E R and satisfies 
P”(n)‘(n) = (SY, Y) (2.8) 
for some (A and n dependent) function y with (y, y)= 1. 
Remark. Here and subsequently, we use the notation (y, z) = 5; y.?r. 
Proof: The right hand side of the Priifer equation (2.6) is, for fixed r, 
analytic in (0, i., p) and also satisfies a Carathlodory condition. As such it 
possesses a solution e(t, 1,p), analytic in (1, cl), satisfying e(0, i, j4) = a. 
Moreover, Peano’s Theorem shows that the derivatives Bi = atI/&., 
e,=aelap obey 
B,(r) = h(t)O,(t) +f(t) sin* e(f) 
B,(r)=h(r)tI,(r)-r(t)sin2e(r), 
where h(t) = (I.~( r)- pr( 1) - q( 1)) sin 28( 1) and 
e,(O) = e,(o) = 0. 
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For these facts we refer to [ 12, Chap. II, Sect. 43. It follows then that 
flAtI = 1: G(T, t)f(7) d7, 
(2.9) 
O,(r) = j’ G(T, t)r(r) dr, 
0 
where 
G(T, t) = (exp(H(r) - H(T)) sin’ O(r), H(z) = 1: h(a) do. (2.10) 
Next, (2.6) shows that {r ) sin’ f?(r) = 01 has zero measure and hence 
G(7, 1) > 0 for almost all T. It thus follows that e,(l) c 0 for all t > 0. The 
implicit function theorem can now be applied to the equation 
8(1,E.,/l)=fl+nrr, 
and we deduce that p= p”(i) is analytic in 1. with 
b”)‘(j.)= -~~(lY~,(l). 
To obtain (2.8) we use (2.9) and 
G(r, 1) [ 1 ‘,‘2 Y= -e,(l) . (2.11) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose s(t) < c (respectioefy, 2 c) a.e., where c is a 
constant. 
(i) IfjA(s-c)=O, then s=c a.e. and 
p”(i.) = ci - b”, for all I., 
where b” is the n th eigenvalue of the problem 
-jj+qy=bry 
subject to rhe given boundary conditions (2.5). 
(ii) &flh (s - c) #O, then (,u”)’ (n) -c < 0 (respectively, >O), for all A, 
so $(I.) - ci. is strictly decreasing (respecticely, increasing), in i.. 
Proof The claim in (i ) is easy to establish and (ii) follows from 
Theorem 2.1 since G, (2. lo), and hence y, (2.11), are positive a.e. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If s(t) < c (respectioely, >c) ae., then ~“(1.) - ci is 
non-increasing (respectively, non-decreasing). 
We have displayed this weaker version of Corollary 2.2 because it can be 
derived irectly using differential nequalities. Such techniques will be used 
extensively inthe following sections. 
We conclude this section with some properties of the eigenfunctions y of 
(2.3). Analyticity inI of (cc, y) E R! x L* is an easy consequence of a theorem 
of Rellich in the case of L” coefftcients, q, f r, cf. [3, Theorem 2.23. As for 
Theorem 2.1, the argument for analyticity ofy is more involved under our 
current hypotheses, viz., q, f, r E L’(0, 1). 
THEOREM 2.4. For each n, the solution of (2.3) may be chosen real and 
pointwise analytic in k. This remains true if y is normalized fo 11 yll = 1 in 
L*((O, 1 ), r(t) dt), and also if analyticity is interpreted in the L, sense. 
Proof By Theorem 2.1, the right side of (2.3) is real valued and 
analytic in i., so (2.3) admits real fundamental solutions y,(& r), j= 1,2, 
analytic in I., such that 
0 
-$ kYj(d90)=bj,k+*. 
The first boundary condition in (2.5) shows that any solution of (2.3) must 
be proportional to y0 = (sin r) y , + (cos a) y,. The second equation of (2.5) 
then follows from the eigenvalue condition p = /P(I). Since y, is analytic in 
1, pointwise in r, the first claim is proved. 
To prove L2 analyticity, we choose ,Ije C such that Lj + i. E Iw. Writing 
6 = (I., - L) - ’ ( yI, - y) - y;, and using the variational equation for 
y>, = dy,/dl, we obtain the differential equation 
J+ (4 + cl”(j.) - jJ)d = Cs - (NY O.)l(yi,-yJ - VY~,, (2.12) 
where v = (S-J.-’ [$‘(ij) - $(A)] - ($‘)’ (i.). Also by expressing (2.4) as 
a first order system, we see that both y, and ji are pointwise analytic in 
1, and thus yj., and 6 obey the initial conditions yi,(0) * yi(0), 6(O) + 0, 
and s(O)+0 asj+ 30. 
By [ 12, Theorem 3.9, p. 981, y;, +y, uniformly on [0, l] and so the 
right side of (2.12) +O asj + cc for each fixed t, and is bounded by an L, 
function of t. Using the cited reference on (2.12) this time, wi see that 6 -P 0 
uniformly [0, 11, and so the dominated convergence theorem shows that 
6 -P 0 in L2 as required. 
Now y, is C’ and (ye(O), PO(O)) # (0, 0), so 0 fy,~ L’. It follows that 
$ = yo/\l yell is of unit norm in L* and is thus analytic in I., pointwise and 
in L2. 
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It is sometimes desirable to represent p’(i) in the form (2.8) but with a 
y satisfying (2.3). 
COROLLARY 2.5. p‘(i) = (sy, y) for the normalized y of Theorem 2.4. 
Proqf: Let i., + i and choose corresponding y,, y as per Theorem 2.1. 
Standard manipulations of (2.3), together with self-adjointness of (2.5), 
yield 
O= Cij- J)(sY9 Yj)- (A&) -lI(i)(Y9 Y,)* 
Now yj -+ y uniformly on [0, l] as above, so the result follows from 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DIRECTIONS 
We shall say that Z”-the graph of p”--has a right hand asymptotic 
direction (1, c) if $‘(d)/J -+ c as 1+ cc; i.e., 
p”(i) = cl. + o(i), as i. + co. (3.1) 
We start by giving necessary and sufficient conditions for (3.1). Analysis 
of the corresponding left hand concept will be left o the reader. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Equation (3.1) holds for some n, 
(ii) Equation (3.1) holds for all n, 
(iii) c = ess sup, E to,, , s(t) exists and is finite. 
Proof: If (iii) holds, then by Corollary 2.2, $‘(i.) - cl decreases in 1. and 
so 
lim sup p”(A)/2 < c. 
i-00 
(3.2) 
Now let E < c and consider (2.3) with p = .G, i.e., 
-f + qy = l.(s - E)ry. (3.3) 
Ifs(t) = c a.e., then (3.1) follows from Corollary 2.2(i). Ifnot, then we select 
E so that s - E takes both signs on sets of positive measure: this is possible 
for choices of E arbitrarily close to c. Then the results of Atkinson and 
Mingarelli [2, Theorem 2.31 show that for each n, there are precisely two 
).-values, 1; < &+, for which (3.3) and the boundary conditions (2.5) are 
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satisfied. Put another way, the graph of p” intersects he line p = s,i, at 
precisely two points, iz (which, of course, are E dependent). 
Now p”(J) and .G are both continuous in ), and agree only at 1:. This 
leads to two possibilities: 
(A) P”(A) < E)., for I>i.,‘,i.<l,, 
(B) p”(n) > &, for ).>i,‘,I<L;. 
In case (A) we note that $‘(j.) > p”+ ‘(i) > . . . from the definition fthese 
quantities and thus realize that 
%, < %, < %f < %“‘) m=n+l,n+2,... 
which contradicts he asymptotic estimate [2, (2.6)]. We are thus left with 
case (B) from which we see that 
lim inf $(A)/1 > E. (3.4) i - CL: 
Since E can be taken arbitrarily close to c, it follows that 
lim inf p”(,!)/i 2 C, (3.5) i. -cc 
which, in conjunction with (3.2), shows (3.1). Thus (iii) implies (ii) which 
clearly implies (i). 
Conversely, if (iii) fails, then we define sK(t) by ~~(r)=min(K,s(t)) 
where K > 0. If we replace s by sK in our original problem (2.4), (2.5) we 
obtain eigencurves &(A) which, by our argument above, satisfy pi(i) -+ K 
as 1. -+ co. We denote the Priifer angle obtained when sK is used by 8, and 
note from (2.6) and standard differential nequality theory, that when we 
demand 0(O)= e,(O)=a, we have 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 8 and 8, are decreasing in p for 
fixed t, 1. Since ~“(1) is determined by the condition (2.7), it follows that 
cl”(~) 2 P:(i). 
Hence 
and since K can be chosen arbitrarily large, (i) fails. Thus (i) and (iii) are 
equivalent and the proof is complete. 
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Early results on existence of asymptotic directions can be found in the 
work of Richardson [ 133. A more recent version, valid for several 
parameters but under stronger coefhcient smoothness conditions than here. 
has been given by Turyn [ 143. The leading term in the expansion of $‘(j.) 
will be analyzed in certain cases when (3.1) fails in Section 4. We continue 
this section with some information on the behaviour of the eigenfunctions 
y = y, of Theorem 2.4 as i + c. Writing c = i. ’ and p = pi ’ in (2.4) we 
obtain 
$-qy)+s?.=py, (3.6) 
which is a singularly perturbed eigenproblem, albeit of nonstandard type, 
since the “reduced problem”, sy = py, has completely different spectral 
behaviour from that of (3.6). For more standard results on singularly per- 
turbed eigenproblems we refer to [9; 11, pp. 60-651 and the references 
therein. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) If p”(h)/j. -+ x as 1. + cc, so no asymptotic direction 
exists, then the L2 normalized eigenfunctions yj, satisfy yj. - 0 in L2. 
Further, p’(i.)= (syi, y;,) + ,x. (ii) If $‘().)/Amc as * + E, then any 
weak limit point y of yj, as ). + 3~ satisfies (s - c) y = 0. Further p’(%) = 
tsY;.9 Vi) + c. 
Proof (i) Let 
Z= {zEC~(O, 1) 1 qz,szEL’((O, l),rdt)}. 
When z E Z, (2.4) and self-adjointness of (2.5) yield 
K’ 
( 
f (-Z+qz), yj, =pL-’ 
> ( 
z, f ( -ji + qY,l) 
> 
= p - '4.w Vi) - (z, yr), 
and we then see that (z, yi) + 0. 
We now show that Z is dense in L’((0, l), r dt). Let (a, b) be a subinter- 
val of [0, 1 ] and f = x,~,~,. It will suffice toshow that for a given E > 0, we 
can find ZE Z such that Ijf - z112 < E. First we select (a’, b’) c (a, b) such 
that I(a, b)\(a’,b’)l,=E/2. (Here and below, ]A], denotes IA lrdt). Now 
choose a function z,, such that 0 <z,,(t) c 1 for all t, z0 = 1 on (a’, h’), 
z,=O on \(a, 6), and Z~E C*. This is possible by Urysohn’s Lemma. 
With u = 141 + Is], we note that JA ur dt < cc and so there is a constant N
such that I{t ) u(t)> N}I, <c/4. This set can be covered by a finite collec- 
tion of intervals (a,, b,), j= 1, . . . . J of total length at most c/3. Intervals 
(ai, h,‘) 1 (aj, bj) can be found such that xi’=, [(a,!, b;)], < s/2, together with 
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C” functions z,, . . . . z, satisfying z,=O on (a,, b,), zi= 1 on \(a;, b;), 
O<zi(f)< 1 for all t, 1 <i<J. 
Define z=njzOz,. Then ZEC;(O, 1), O<z<l, O<zu<N, ZUE 
L2( (0, 1 ), r(t) df), and l]z -fll’ < E. This establishes the density of Z and so, 
by virtue of II ylll = 1, we have y, - 0. 
For the last part we define Tq’=(l/r)(-j;+qqy) on 9(T)= 
(yEL2((0, l),r(r)dt)Iy, ,ifEAC[O,l], (llr)(-j;+qy)EL’((O, l),r(f)dr), 
and y satisfies (2.5)). 
Now [ 16, Theorem 23 shows that T is self-adjoint wi h discrete spectrum, 
with quadratic form bounded below by -PO(O) on the form domain, which 
contains yi. From (2.4) we then have 
tsYi3 Y,i)=i-‘(TYi~ Yj.)+G ’ 
2 -2. ‘pO(O)+pi ’ 
-+ cc. as 1. -+ x,. 
The connection with p’(1) is provided by Corollary 2.5. 
(ii) As in (i), for z E Z, 
For any weak limit point y of the yj. as i + 30, then, 
0 = (sz, y) = 1; szy, for all z E 2. 
Note that each y, is real and so y is real valued almost everywhere. We 
write (sy)’ =max{O, .ryl, (sy) = - min{O, sy }. Let E be a subinterval of 
[0, 1] and select Z,EZ such that O<z,,<l, z,(l)fxE(l) almost 
everywhere. We have 
and so 
I (v)‘z, = by)- z,, I 
i.e., both these integrals are finite and equal, or both diverge to + 30. Now 
since L, t xE we obtain 
for all intervals E and by extension for all measurable subsets E c [0, 11. 
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When s,: (s)‘) ’ < ‘A we have, for any Fc E, ~,..((.sY) ’ --.(.r)‘) ) = 0 and so 
.S.V = 0 a.e. on E. Note now that SE L’ , J’E L2, and so the sequence of sets 
E/c= jf~ CO, 11 I I.Hr)l + IAOI <k}, k = I, 2, . . . . 
is increasing to [0, 11. On Ekr (.sy( c k’ and so J4 SY < co. Thus SJJ = 0 a.e. 
on E, and hence on [0, I]. 
For the second part we have s < c a.e. by Theorem 3.1, so c 2 (sJI;., yl)
for all i. and the proof now follows as in (i). 
We remark that (i) precludes trong convergence of y,, even for a sub- 
sequence. This contrasts with the situation we shall analyze in our sequel, 
where asymptotes exist and necessarily the .Y*: converge strongly. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES IN THE ABSENCE OF ASYMPTOTES 
We shall consider the situation when (3.1) fails, aiming for an 
appropriate “leading term” in the expansion of $‘(A). 
For real valued functions I; g defined on an interval I, we write 
f(x) - g(x) to mean for some a, b > 0, ag(x) <f(x) < bg(x) for all x E I. 
The key to our analysis is the “asymptotic behaviour” of the set S(A) 
defined by 
S(A)= (1E [O, l] (s(r)2A}. 
We shall be interested inlarge values of A and will assume 
c min(l, r)-Ai’, 
-S(A) 
(4.1) 
max(l,r)-A?, AaA,, forsome y< -1, 
from which it readily follows that 
(4.2) 
The other basic assumption for our first result is: 
for A 2 Ao, S(A) can be written as the disjoint union of a 
finite number, I(A) - 1, of intervals, and I(A) is bounded, say 
I(A)<L, as A+ cc. (4.3) 
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This is the “finiteness” a sumption we mentioned in our introduction. An
example satisfying (4.1), (4.3) for r(t) = 1 on [0, l] is given by s(t) = t -I’“‘. 
Evidently sE 15’ if, and only if, m > 1, i.e. 7= -m < - 1 in this case. 
A basic tool for both this section and much of Part II will be a modified 
Priifer transformation defined as follows. Let p”(j.) < 0 for I. > & and put 
p = p(%) = (-p”(%))“*, 
tan cp = py/j. 
(4.4) 
Then 
@=p[cos2cp+((~-p)r-q)p-*sin*cp]. (4.5) 
THEOREM 4.1. If (4.1) and (4.3) hold, then ,u”(I.) w (r11.~)~ as J.--f co, 
where S=(;,+i)-‘. 
Proof. Let ~1 = .si so by Theorem 3.1, E-+ cc as I + 30. Choose 3. large 
enough to ensure E > A, and set p = pIi’. Then 
S(l)& ’ - 1 > 1, for all t E S(2c:). 
This inequality holds on a union of f(2s) - 1 intervals oftotal ength m.s7 
by (4.2). Using the substitution (4.4) we have 
fj=p[cos*cp+((~s-‘-l)r-qp..‘)sin*cp] 
>p[cos’cp+rsin*40]-Iqlp-‘, on S(2c) 
2 p min(l, r) - lql p ‘, on S(2.s). (4.6) 
Thus cp increases by at least A - II q)1 p ’ over S(2.s) where A w pt?. 
Further, an argument paralleling that of Atkinson [ 1, p. 2091 shows that 
cp cannot decrease through any integer multiple of n (roughly, ci, =p >O 
when sin cp = 0). Hence cp decreases by at most 1(2&)x over [0, l]\S(2s). 
We also know from our boundary conditions and the relation between cp 
and 8 (see (2.5), (2.6)) that 
(n- l)n<cp(l)-q7(0)<(?2+ 1)n. 
Thus, provided ,I is chosen large enough for l(ql), p - ’ < n, we have, for 
(i cc) E Z”, 
(n+ l)n>A-n-I(2E)n. 
If follows from E = p/n and 1(2e) < L, that for some constant B, 
p > B(r~ll~)~, as ).-+a~. 
To establish t e reverse inequality we first put 
s, = S(2’ ‘C)\S(2’C), j = 1, 2, . . . . 
and note that J.,, max( 1, r) < C$‘( 2’ ‘)’ for some constant C. Further, 
SE-’ < 2’ on S, and so, by (4.6), 
ci, d p[cos’ cp + (2’r - qp-‘) sin’ cp], on S,, 
<<2’max(l,r)+IqIP ‘. 
Thus cp changes by at most C~‘p2~2’j-“” + Js, [q( p-’ over S, and hence 
over S(E) = uF=, S, the change in cp is dominated by 
cpEq i’ i 2(Y+l)i+p- I1lqll, 
j- I 
G c, PE” + P - ’ Ml I, for some constant C, . 
Over [0, l]\S(e), SE ’ - 1 < 0, and so 
cj <p co? cp + p-’ )ql sin* cp. 
Now if we consider the equation 
-p - lq( J’Z 0 (4.7) 
and apply the transformation (4.4): tan 4 = py/j, we come to the equation 
$=pcos*(?+p-’ jq( sin*Q5>0. 
Hence the change in cp over any subinterval of[O, l]\S(e) is dominated by 
sup{@@) - $(a) I 9(a) = 09 O<O<K, Ca,b]r co, ll}, 
which is bounded independently of 1, ,u, E. 
Thus we now have for some constants C,, P, 
(n- l)n<C,p’+p ’ llqll,+Pn. 
We select 1 large enough to ensure p. ’ llq11, < II to obtain 
(n - 2 - P)n < B, PC’, 
which leads to 
p -L B2 (n%y)6 as i. + co, for some constant B2. 
This completes the proof. 
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For our example in which r(t) - 1 and s(t) = 1- ““‘, m > 1, we find that 
p”(i)-n- 2/(2m - I ) A2m/(.?m - I ) 
Note that cl”(%)/;. - (n~-Zi.)“‘2m-” + cc as 3. -+ co for fixed n, so there is no 
asymptotic direction as i + co, in accord with Theorem 3.1. 
We turn now to the situation where (3.1) holds. The important set in this 
case is 
Z(A)= (tE[O, 1] I s(t)>c-A}, 
where c = ess suprc [,,,  , s(t) is assumed finite. Concerning “asymptotic 
behaviour” as A -+O, we assume 
max( 1, r) - A’, A > 0, for some y > 0. (4.8) 
Note that this implies that the measure of Z(A) - A’ and hence precludes 
s from attaining c nontrivially. Cases where s does attain c will be treated 
in our sequel. The finiteness a sumption for this analysis is: 
for A > 0, Z(A) can be written as a disjoint union of a finite 
number, I( A) - 1, of intervals, and I( A) is bounded, I( A) G L, 
as A -+ 0. (4.9) 
As an example of such behaviour we can take r(t) = 1 and s( 1) = c - tm, 
m > 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. v (4.8) and (4.9) hold then cl- p”(J) - (nl.?)” asi+ m, 
where ~S=(y+f)-‘. 
Proof It is convenient o relabel the variables so that p - Ic is replaced 
by D and c by zero. The first part of the proof resembles that of 
Theorem 4.1. With the substitution b = ( -I)“~, I, = E& and cp as in (4.4 
we obtain 
)
) qJ = p[cos2 cp + ((SE ‘+l)r+qp-‘)sin’cp] (4.10
in place of (4.6). 
On L(E/~) we have (SE ’ + 1) 2 4, and hence 
@~p[cos2cp+(r/2)sin2cp]-p-‘Iql. 
Now L’(c/2) is made up of /(c/2) - 1 intervals, and hence cp increases by at 
least A - p-i ljq[l, - /(~/2)x where A - p,?‘. Since s attains c ( =0) at most 
on a null set, [6, Theorem lo] shows that (2.3), (2.5) is soluble with n = 0 for 
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any given p. Now p“ is continuous and decreasing and thus ~“(2) + - .K 
as i. -+ ZG. Since $‘(;.)<p”(;), for all i and n>O, 1 =,u”(i.) -+-,z as 
i. -+ x. Hence for sufliciently large i., p ’ 11911, 6 n. As for Theorem 4.1, 
(n + 2 + I(~/2))7r b A, 
and we reach 
- p”(l) d F(d’ )“, for some constant F. 
Finally we note SC - ’ + 16 1 for almost all TV [0, 11, and so from (4.10), 
~,6p[cos2cp+rsin2cp]+p ’ 141 
<pmax{l,r}+p-’ Id. 
Hence lt,cj $J 6 F, PE’ + p ’ llqll,, for some constant F,. Over [0, l]\C(s), 
SC r + 1 < 0 and then, from (4.10), 
ci,-cpcos*cp+p ‘(q( sin’cp. 
We now argue as in (4.7) et seq. to see that the change in cp over 
[0, I ]\Z(E) is dominated independently of i., u, E. This leads to 
(n-l)n<F,pc’+p ‘llqll,+Qn, for some constant Q, 
and finally we arrive at 
-$‘(,I) 2 F,(nl’)“, for some constant F?. 
This completes the proof. 
Returning to the example r(r) E I, s(t) = c - I”‘, m > 0, we have 
ci, - p”(A) -n 2mi(m + Z)jZ/(m + 2) as L-30. (4.11) 
We note that this is again in accord with Theorem 3. I. The case m = 2 has 
been treated by various authors when s has a finite number of maximizers. 
We shall return in our sequel to Hill’s equation, but we note now the 
results of [7] which require C4 coefficients and use special functions and 
matching techniques. Faierman shows 
ci. -p”(i) = /wG’~~ + a(& n) 
where h and various smaller order terms in a depend explicitly on Taylor 
coefficients of at a single maximizer. He also treats the case of finitely 
many maximizers giving a development of the form 
ci - ,P(i.) = g(n) ili2 + h(i., n), 
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where in some cases g(n) = O(n), while in others the behaviour of g is not 
explicit. Thus even for m = 2 and smooth coeffkients, Theorem 4.2 contains 
new information. 
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